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Pitstop
As the name suggests, Pitstop is an alternative work,
meeting, and resting space, where you can have a break,
or conduct brief individual and team efforts and minute
meetings. Pitstop has a compact structure to minimize
environmental impact and create required private spaces
without being limited by walls.
Featuring two separate table choices, fixed and heightadjustable, Pitstop is an ideal choice for open offices,
airports, waiting rooms, and other wide open areas. Offering
two different width choices, Pitstop can be utilized in spaces
of different sizes. Table height can be adjusted effortlessly
with a single touch, supporting both seated and stand-up
working conditions.
Along with lighting and acoustic solutions, Pitstop also
includes Nurus Links® connections, introducing premium
technological features. Nurus Links® provides power
source and internet connection, along with USB charger,
VGA, and HDMI sockets for screens. While inner surface
of Pitstop offers a variety of choices, outer surface also
offers mountable high table, screen, and vertical flower pot
features to ensure functional utilization.

Design by Ece-Oğuz Yalım
Ece-Oğuz Yalım established Artful Interior Design company
in 1996, and since 2004 they have been designing products
along with interior spaces under Ece Yalım Design Studio.
Brands they have been providing services to include
AHK Interiors, Arlight, Ar-Yıldız, Atlas Carpets, GW Global
Warehouse, Nurus, Moonlight, Paşabahçe Stores and
Rapido. Ece Yalım also teaches Colours in Industrial Design
class in METU Industrial Product Design department, along
with consultation for graduation projects.

New environment
not limited with walls.
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Pitstop With Side Desk and Shelf

Dimensions defined in millimetres.
Materials
Outer surface can be veneer, recomposed veneer, or lacquered. Inner walls and couches are fabric upholstered. Inner
ceiling can be veneer, recomposed veneer, lacquered, or fabric upholstered. Outer frame is lacquered. Table slab can be
chosen from melamine, veneer, or recomposed veneer.*
* Please refer to technical document for more information.
Note
Please see our sales representatives for screen options on outer surface.
Pitstop can be preferred with fixed or height-adjustable tables.

nurus.com/pit-stop

